


Check that the shower tray is the correct colour, size and shape you require and for compatibility  with 
the shower enclosure. Unpack and check for any damage. Do not install if not satisfied.  Installation is 
taken as acceptance of quality.



1.Using a sprint level ensure that the

   shower tray is on the smooth and level surface.

   Mark the right position with the pencil.

2.Put the plywood in position,

   place the shower tray on the plywood and

   mark the location of the waste outlet hole.

   Place shower tray in position and mark

   the perimeter on the floor.

   The floor area or larger covered by the tray

   should be removed and replaced with

   a single piece of marine ply

   (minimum 18mm thick)and also access for

   the waste should be constructed.



3.Remove the shower tray and use a hole saw

   to drill a hole in plywood large enough for

   the entire shower waste.

   Remove the plywood and connect the flexible

   pipe to your waste pipe in accordance with

   the Building Regulations.

4.Before proceeding,dry-fit all items in situ

   to ensure compatibility and screw plywood

   into position.

   Fit the waste to the shower tray.



5.Mix fine sand and cement in accordance with

   th  manufacturer    nstructions to a workable

   mix to cover the area under the tray.

   Trowel to a thickness suitable to allow

   levelling and full support of the shower tray.

   Silicone sealants,foams,mastics or similar

   must not be used as a substitute for cement.

6.Connect the flexible pipe to the waste.

   Place the shower tray onto the wet cement

   and ensure it is fully supported by the mix.

   Level the top rims only as the shower tray

   has a built-in fall to ensure adequate drainage.

   When the cement has set,

   remove any excess mix.The shower tray and

   all connections must now be checked for

   water-tightness and adequate drainage.

   Do not proceed if not satisfied.



7.Apply silicone sealant to the joints on the 

   outside of the shower tray.

   Note:Do not use the shower tray for at least

   24 hours in order to allow the silicone

   to cure carefully.



1.Using a sprint level ensure that the

   shower tray is on the smooth and level surface.

2.Place shower tray in position and mark the

   perimeter and the location of the waste

   hole on the floor.

   The floor area covered by the tray should

   be built-up with wooden battens.

   The orientation of the battens will depend on

   the direction of the run of pipework

   that is to be installed.

   Cut and fit the battens at a suitable height to

   allow the waste to be fitted and ensure suitable

   drainage through the pipework.

   Make sure that the positions of the wooden

   battens on the floor do not obstruct

   the position of the waste.



3.Cut a single piece of marine ply

   (minimum 18mm thick)to cover the floor area

   of the shower tray.

   Use a spirit level to ensure that the battens

   and plywood are level.

4.Place the shower tray on the plywood and

   mark the location of the waste outlet hole.



5.Remove the shower tray and use a hole saw

   to drill a hole in plywood large enough for

   the entire shower waste.Remove the plywood

   and connect the flexible pipe to your

   waste pipe in accordance with the Building

   Regulations.

6.Before proceeding,dry-fit all items in situ

   to ensure compatibility and screw the battens

   and plywood into position.

   Fit the waste to the shower tray.
   



8.Connect the flexible pipe to the waste.

   Place the shower tray onto the wet cement

   and ensure it is fully supported by the mix.

   Level the top rims only as the shower tray

   has a built-in fall to ensure adequate drainage.

   When the cement has set,

   remove any excess mix.The shower tray and

   all connections must now be checked for

   water-tightness and adequate drainage.

   Do not proceed if not satisfied.

7.Mix fine sand and cement in accordance with

   th  manufacturer    nstructions to a workable

   mix to cover the area under the tray.

   Trowel to a thickness suitable to allow

   levelling and full support of the shower tray.

   Silicone sealants,foams,mastics or similar

   must not be used as a substitute for cement.



9.Apply silicone sealant to the joints on the 

   outside of the shower tray.

   Note:Do not use the shower tray for at least

   24 hours in order to allow the silicone

   to cure carefully.



The shower tray should be cleaned regularly with warm soapy water only

and dried with a cloth.Never use scourers,abrasives or chemical cleaners.

It is normal for small amounts of localised water to be retained on

the shower trays surfaces after use,which should be wiped dry immediately

to prevent build-up of sediments.

If the shower tray is damaged,discontinue use immediately

and replace the unit.Failure to do so may result in injury or property damage.
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